BOOST OR SPLIT

“Boost or Split” – Seek your fortune in the money hive

Genre:
Quiz Show

In the thrilling game show ”Boost or Split”, contestants have the chance to
multiply a 1,000 euros money pot as high as millions in a test of knowledge,
throwing skills and gambling instinct.

Duration:
Daily/Weekly, Prime Time
Trailer

BOOST OR SPLIT
The thrilling, high-stakes game show ”Boost or Split” gives contestants the

The contestants must answer three sets of three multiple-choice questions. They

opportunity to win potentially huge sums of money in a test of knowledge,

may, for example, be asked which of these has the most followers on Twitter:

throwing skills and gambling instinct. Viewers can sit back and enjoy as the two

A – Donald Trump, B – The Pope, C – Justin Bieber. If they give the correct answer,

contestants put their winnings on the line in a challenge requiring nerves of steel.

they face the Money Hive: a grid of 21 boxes each worth sums ranging from 500
to 5,000 euros.

At the start of the game the two contestants are given 1,000 euros as a beginning
money pot. Their goal is to boost this sum into tens of thousands, hundreds of

A contestant throws a ball and the box which it strikes will determine how much

thousands or possibly even millions of euros. But they must beware the risk: the

money they add to their pot. But if they give a wrong answer, they will add

money pot can be divided as well as multiplied.

nothing to their money pot and instead a “Back to Start” box will pop up in the
grid, threatening to erase any winnings they accrue as the game progresses.

BOOST OR SPLIT

After each set of three questions, comes the key “Boost or Split” round. They now

This means that after the third “Boost or Split” round, the contestants may have

throw one ball at grid of green and red boxes. If they hit green, they multiply their

amassed 100,000 euros in winnings or more. In the final round, they face the

winnings by two or three. But if they hit red, they will divide their earnings by two

“Boost or Split” grid one last time to try to multiply their winnings up to 10 times

or three. As the contest advances, the stakes get bigger and bigger.

or divide them by up to the same amount.

The maximum amount in boxes in the “Money Hive” rises to 10,000 euros for

In this round, the contestants throw three balls and after each they can choose to

questions four to six and then as high as 20,000 euros for questions to seven to

leave with the new sum they have won or throw again. As the winnings rise the stakes

nine. After each set of questions, the “Boost or Split” rounds will let them either

increase in a game which is entertaining for viewers, as well as both nerve-racking

multiply or divide their winnings by up to five times.

and rewarding for contestants prepared to gamble and boost their winnings.
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